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These features of the organization of scientific, creative, 
volunteer work of cadets are taken into account in the 
activities of the School of Scientific Leadership of the 
Kharkiv National University of Internal Affairs



1. Participation of cadets in volunteering, namely assistance in removing civilians from 
areas of active hostilities, purchasing food, medicine, hygiene products and household 
items for less mobile and most vulnerable groups, making camouflage nets from 
obsolete clothing and their subsequent transfer to the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 



2. Implementation by local university students of local social projects to help the 
population, in particular children. Such activities also require applicants to have 
knowledge of project management, constant communication and interaction with 
public and international organizations, psychologists, teachers and parents of 
children. 



3. Preparation of creative works - essays, poems, posters. This area of work is aimed 
at creative understanding of the difficult living conditions of the population during 
martial law, the exploits of servicemen and police, the activities of the resistance 
movement, the evacuation process and more. 



4. Scientific activity of cadets, aimed at the implementation of practical experience 
of service in martial law, which is currently acquired by cadets in the territorial police 
units, in their own research. At the same time, on the example of the School of 
Scientific Leadership, it is important that students determine the current problem of 
practical activities that they regularly encounter during their service. 



5. Conducting regular meetings of scientific circles, schools, educational subdivisions 
with cadets or students on topical issues of science, creativity and volunteering. 



6. Reporting of cadets in the field of science, creativity, 
volunteering. 

First year cadet Volodymyr Valeriyovych Ishchenko, F1-106. I'm 
fine, I'm at home (Donetsk region), the situation is under control, 
despite the fact that at the moment there is no electricity and 
explosions nearby. He started working on an essay. The process 
of distance learning continues, I perform tests and tasks.

In total, we managed to collect 7 nets of potatoes for the 
military, 20 jars of jam, as well as 17 more tomatoes, 
vegetables closed in a jar, I don’t remember the number, there 
were also carrots, cabbage, 5 packs of tea, sugar, we made 5 
camouflage nets for week



7. Monitoring of international and national educational platforms, sites 
and channels in messengers and social networks in order to find relevant 
opportunities for non-formal education: online projects and training 
courses, essay contests, videos, posters, research papers.



8. Coordination of the international direction of work of cadets during martial 
law, development of relevant international projects, mainly online, 
representation of Ukraine at the international level, dissemination of 
campaigns among the international youth community in support of Ukraine. 



Alarm rang out in the sky

In the basement under the missiles noise

Baby’s mother crumbs from biscuits

Collects from the floor.

Over there under the "Grad" fire

An ambulance rushes to the city,

Shells fly into house,

Hand shakes nervously.

And we still do not give up:

At the front and in every soul,

We laugh through tears and sorrow,

Truth is our engine!

We are faithful to honor and law,

All our people are behind us!

Our police shoulder straps 

Protect humanity freedoms!

We are on guard, we cannot be broken:

No bullets, no «Grad», nothing!

Our job is to defend the people 

Without any "no" and "if"!


